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Checklist for climate-friendly events 

Best practices for venues 

Environmental management: energy, waste and water  

 Have an environmental management system in place (e.g., EMAS, ISO standards 
or part of UN Global Compact). 

 Be a certified building (e.g., certifications BREEAM and LEED). 
 Green the venue’s energy supply (percentage of supply coming from accredited 

green power). 
 Have energy efficiency and energy reduction measures in place. 
 Have standards for room heating and cooling. 
 Install a reasonable number of visible waste collection points for the separate 

collection of different waste fractions (organic, PET, glass, aluminium, 
paper/cardboard). 

 Have measures for the sustainable management of water in place. 

Accessibility 

 Be conveniently reached by public transport from the airport or main train 
station of the city. 

 Promote public transport and sustainable urban mobility. 
 Provide shuttle/carpooling services with a low carbon footprint (hybrid or 

electric vehicles) between airport/train station and venue, and hotels and venue 
when public transport is not the best option. 

Best practices to reduce the impact of promotional materials 

 Make sure that all materials produced or bought for the event (banner, décor, 
signage and similar) should be made of sustainable materials, such as organic 
or recycled long-lasting material, and ideally locally sourced, and with a useful 
purpose. 

 Substitute disposable decorations such as balloons and items made from 
polystyrene, with local sourced potted plants, strings of lights, and cloth banners 
and garlands. 

 Reuse general banners and stands for other events. 
 Encourage exhibitors to minimize the use of promotional materials and to use 

materials that are sustainable. 
 Require the use of modular exhibition that are easy to assemble and reuse. 
 Limit the use of printed material.  
 Provide digital screens for exhibitors to substitute the use of printed materials 

for promotion. 
 Limit the number of banners exhibitors are allowed to display in their booths 

(e.g., in UNFCCC COP exhibitors may display one roll-up banner). 
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Best practices to provide a sustainable experience for participants  

Goodie bag / Swag: registration, gifts and office supplies 

 Make digital badges to avoid the use of lanyards. 
 Have an app where participants can manage their registration and consult the 

event program and other useful information can considerably reduce the use of 
materials.  

 If printed badges are indispensable, make sure that badges and lanyards are 
made from sustainable and recycled materials. 

 Minimize the number of handouts distributed. If printing is necessary, reduce 
the amount of paper by printing in both sides of the page. 

 Make sure that gifts are useful, re-usable, or are a valued souvenir. 
 Choose items that promote sustainability and/or health (e.g., stainless steel or 

glass water bottles, re-usable tote bags). 
 Avoid adding the date of the event on the gifts, so that they can be used for 

future events. 
 Choose retractable pens made from cardboard over plastic ones. Some 

alternatives are pencils or retractable ballpoint pens, unpainted pencils or 
retractable pencils made from wood. 

 Make sure that 100% of the paper used in the event is recycled paper. 
 Collect non-used office supplies after the event for future use. 

Food and beverages – healthy and sustainable  

 Favor certified caterers that have an environmental policy or management 
system in place. 

 Preferably serve organically sourced products and fair-trade products. 
 Serve seasonal and local foods, as well as foods transported with a small 

carbon footprint. 
 Propose a full-vegetarian or vegan day or menu. 
 Offer a larger choice of plant-based food options. 
 Pay attention to the waste management of caterers, prefer those who 

collaborate with charities or local associations to avoid food waste. 
 Make sure that used coffee grounds, tea bags, and food scraps are re-used for 

composting or biofuels. 
 Avoid the use of plastic bottles, instead, provide tap water in carafes when 

possible. 
 Favor bulk dispensers instead of individual containers. 
 Use reusable dishware, cutlery, and glasses.  
 Cut down on packaging. 


